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Abstract

Stability is a general notion that quantifies the sensitivity of a learning algorithm’s output to small
change in the training dataset (e.g. deletion or replacement of a single training sample). Such con-
ditions have recently been shown to be more powerful to characterize learnability in the general
learning setting under i.i.d. samples where uniform convergence is not necessary for learnabil-
ity, but where stability is both sufficient and necessary forlearnability. We here show that similar
stability conditions are also sufficient for online learnability, i.e. whether there exists a learning al-
gorithm such that under any sequence of examples (potentially chosen adversarially) produces a se-
quence of hypotheses that has no regret in the limit with respect to the best hypothesis in hindsight.
We introduce online stability, a stability condition related to uniform-leave-one-out stability in the
batch setting, that is sufficient for online learnability. In particular we show that popular classes
of online learners, namely algorithms that fall in the category of Follow-the-(Regularized)-Leader,
Mirror Descent, gradient-based methods and randomized algorithms like Weighted Majority and
Hedge, are guaranteed to have no regret if they have such online stability property. We provide
examples that suggest the existence of an algorithm with such stability condition might in fact be
necessary for online learnability. For the more restrictedbinary classification setting, we establish
that such stability condition is in fact both sufficient and necessary. We also show that for a large
class of online learnable problems in the general learning setting, namely those with a notion of
sub-exponential covering, no-regret online algorithms that have such stability condition exists.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of online learning in a setting similar to the General Setting of Learning (Vapnik,
1995). In this setting, an online learning algorithm observes data pointsz1, z2, . . . , zm ∈ Z in sequence,
potentially chosen adversarially, and upon seeingz1, z2, . . . , zi−1, the algorithm must pick a hypothesishi ∈
H that incurs loss on the next data pointzi. Given the known loss functionalf : H×Z → R, the regretRm

of the sequence of hypothesesh1:m after observingm data points is defined as:

Rm =

m
∑

i=1

f(hi, zi)−min
h∈H

m
∑

i=1

f(h, zi) (1)

The goal is to pick a sequence of hypothesesh1:m that has no regret, i.e. the average regretRm

m
→ 0 as the

number of data pointsm → ∞.
The setting we consider is general enough to subsume most, ifnot all, online learning problems. In fact

the spaceZ of possible “data points” could itself be a function spaceH → R, such thatf(h, z) = z(h).
Hence the typical online learning setting where the adversary picks a loss functionH → R at each time step
is always subsumed by our setting. The data pointsz should more loosely be interpreted as the parameters
that define the loss function at the current time step. For instance, in a supervised classification scenario, the
spaceZ = X × Y, for X the input features andY the output class and the classification loss is defined as
f(h, (x, y)) = I(h(x) 6= y) for I the indicator function. We do not make any assumption aboutf , other than
that the maximum instantaneous regret is bounded:supz∈Z,h,h′∈H |f(h, z)− f(h′, z)| ≤ B. This allows for
potentially unbounded lossf : e.g., considerz ∈ R, h ∈ [−k, k] andf(h, z) = |h − z|, then the immediate
loss is unbounded but instantaneous regret is bounded byB = 2k.

We are interested in characterizing sufficient conditions under which an online algorithm is guaran-
teed to pick a sequence of hypotheses that has no regret underany sequence of data points an adversary
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might pick. In the batch setting when the data points are drawn i.i.d. from some unknown distributionD,
Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2010, 2009) have shown that stability is a key property for learnability. In particular,
they show that a problem is learnable if and only if there exists a universally stable asymptotic empirical risk
minimizer (AERM).

In this paper, we consider using batch algorithms in our online setting, where the hypothesishi is the
output of the batch learning algorithm on the firsti− 1 data points. Many online algorithms (such as Follow-
the-(Regularized)-Leader, Mirror Descent, Weighted Majority, Hedge, etc.) can be interpreted in this way.
For instance, Follow-the-Leader (FTL) algorithms can be essentially thought as using a batch empirical risk
minimizer (ERM) algorithm to select the hypothesishi on the dataset{z1, z2, . . . , zi−1}, while Follow-
the-Regularized-Leader (FTRL) algorithms essentialy usea batch AERM algorithm (more precisely what
we call a Regularized ERM (RERM)) to select the hypothesishi on the dataset{z1, z2, . . . , zi−1}. Our
main result shows that Uniform Leave-One-Out stability (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009), albeit stronger than
the stability condition required in (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010, 2009), is in fact sufficient to guarantee no
regret of RERM type algorithms. For asymmetric algorithms like gradient-based methods (which can also
be seen as some form of RERM), a notion related to Uniform Leave-One-Out stability (and equivalent to
for symmetric algorithms), which we call online stability,is also sufficient to guarantee no-regret. We also
provide general results for the class of always-AERM algorithms (a slightly stronger notion than AERM but
weaker than ERM and RERM). Unfortunately they are weaker in that they require the algorithm to be stable
or an always-AERM at a fast enough rate.

The stronger notion of stability we use to guarantee no regret seems to be necessary in the online setting.
Intuitively, this is because the algorithm must be able to compete on any sequence of data points, potentially
chosen adversarially, rather than on i.i.d. sampled data points. We also provide an example that illustrates
this. Namely, an AERM with a slightly weaker stability condition, can learn the problem in the batch setting
but cannot in the online setting, however there is a FTRL algorithm that can learn the problem in the online
setting. Furthermore, it is known that batch learnability and online learnability are not equivalent, which
naturally suggests stronger notions of stability should benecessary for online learnability. We review a known
problem of threshold learning over an interval that shows batch and online learnability are not equivalent. In
the more restricted binary classification setting, we show that existence of a (potentially randomized) uniform-
LOO stable RERM is both sufficient and necessary for online learnability. We also show that for a large class
of online learnable problems in the general learning setting, namely those with a notion of sub-exponential
covering, uniform-LOO stable (potentially randomized) RERM algorithms exist.

We begin by introducing notation, definitions and reviewingstability notions that have been used in the
batch setting. We then provide our main results which show how some of these stability notions can be used
to guarantee no regret in the online setting. We then go over examples that suggest such strong stability notion
might in fact be necessary in the online setting. We further show that in the restricted binary classification
setting, such stability notions are in fact necessary. We also introduce a notion of covering that allows us to
show that uniform-LOO stable RERM algorithms exist for a large class of online learnable problems in the
general learning setting. We conclude with potential future directions and open questions.

2 Learnability and Stability in the Batch Setting

In the batch setting, a batch algorithm is given a set ofm i.i.d. samplesz1, z2, . . . , zm drawn from some
unknown distributionD, and given knowledge of the loss functionalf , we seek to find a hypothesish ∈ H
that minimizes the population risk:

F (h) = Ez∼D[f(h, z)] (2)

Given a set ofm i.i.d. samplesS ∼ Dm, the empirical risk of a hypothesish is defined as:

FS(h) =
1

m

m
∑

i=1

[f(h, zi)] (3)

Most batch algorithms used in practice proceed by minimizing the empirical risk, at least asymptotically
(when an additional regularizer is used).

Definition 1 An algorithmA is anEmpirical Risk Minimizer (ERM) if for any datasetS:

FS(A(S)) = min
h∈H

FS(h) (4)

Definition 2 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) An algorithmA is an Asymptotic Empirical Risk Minimizer
(AERM) under distributionD at rateǫerm(m) if for all m:

ES∼Dm [FS(A(S))−min
h∈H

FS(h)] ≤ ǫerm(m) (5)

2



Whenever we mention a rateǫ(m), we mean{ǫ(m)}∞m=0 is a monotonically non-increasing sequence that is
o(1), i.e. ǫ(m) → 0 asm → ∞. If A is an AERM under any distributionD, then we sayA is a universal
AERM. A useful notion for our online setting will be that of analways AERM, which is satisfied by common
online learners such as FTRL:

Definition 3 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) An algorithmA is anAlways Asymptotic Empirical Risk Mini-
mizer (always AERM) at rateǫerm(m) if for all m and datasetS of m data points:

FS(A(S))−min
h∈H

FS(h) ≤ ǫerm(m) (6)

Learnability in the batch setting is interested in analyzing the existence of algorithms that are universally
consistent:

Definition 4 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) An algorithmA is said to beuniversally consistent at rateǫcons(m)
if for all m and distributionD:

ES∼Dm [F (A(S))−min
h∈H

F (h)] ≤ ǫcons(m) (7)

If such algorithmA exists, we say the problem islearnable. A well known result in the supervised classifi-
cation and regression setting (i.e the lossf(h, (x, y)) is I(h(x) 6= y) or (h(x) − y)2) is that learnability is
equivalent to uniform convergence of the empirical risk to the population risk over the classH (Blumer et al.,
1989, Alon et al., 1997). This implies the problem is learnable using an ERM.

Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2010, 2009) recently showed that thesituation is much more complex in the Gen-
eral Learning Setting considered here. For instance, thereare convex optimization problems where uniform
convergencedoes not hold that are learnable via an AERM, butnot learnable via any ERM (Shalev-Shwartz et al.,
2010, 2009). In the General Learning Setting, stability turns out to be a more suitable notion to characterize
learnability than uniform convergence.

Most statibility notions studied in the literature fall into two categories: leave-one-out (LOO) stability
and replace-one (RO) stability. The former measures sensitivity of the algorithm to deletion of a single data
point from the dataset, while the latter measures sensitivity of the algorithm to replacing one data point in the
dataset by another. In general these two notions are incomparable and lead to significantly different results
as we shall see below. We now review the most commonly used stability notions and some of the important
results from the literature.

2.1 Leave-One-Out Stability

Most notions of LOO stability are measured in terms of changein the loss on a leave-one-out sample when
looking at the output hypothesis trained with and without that sample in the dataset. The four commonly used
notions of LOO stability (from strongest to weakest) are defined below. We usezi to denote theith data point
in the datasetS andS\i to denote the datasetS with zi removed.

Definition 5 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) An algorithmA is uniform-LOO Stable at rateǫloo-stable(m) if for
all m, datasetS of sizem and indexi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}:

|f(A(S\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi)| ≤ ǫloo-stable(m) (8)

Definition 6 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) An algorithmA is all-i-LOO Stable under distributionD at rate
ǫloo-stable(m) if for all m and indexi ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}:

ES∼Dm [|f(A(S\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi)|] ≤ ǫloo-stable(m) (9)

Definition 7 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) An algorithmA is LOO Stable under distributionD at rateǫloo-stable(m)
if for all m:

1

m

m
∑

i=1

ES∼Dm [|f(A(S\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi)|] ≤ ǫloo-stable(m) (10)

Definition 8 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) An algorithmA is on-average-LOO Stable under distributionD
at rateǫloo-stable(m) if for all m:

| 1
m

m
∑

i=1

ES∼Dm [f(A(S\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi)]| ≤ ǫloo-stable(m) (11)
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Whenever one of these properties holds for all distributionsD we shall say it holds universally (e.g. universal
on-average-LOO stable). Each of these property implies allthe ones below it at the same rate (e.g. a uniform-
LOO stable algorithm at rateǫloo-stable(m) is also all-i-LOO stable, LOO stable and on-average-LOO stable
at rateǫloo-stable(m)) (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009). However the implications do not hold in the opposite di-
rection, and there are counter examples for each implication in the opposite directions (Shalev-Shwartz et al.,
2009). The only exception is that for symmetric algorithmsA (meaning the order of the data in the dataset
does not matter), then all-i-LOO stable and LOO stable are equivalent (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009). Some of
these stability notions have also been studied by differentauthors under different names (Bousquet and Elisseeff,
2002, Kutin and Niyogi, 2002, Rakhlin et al., 2005, Mukherjee et al., 2006) sometimes with slight variations
on the definitions.

Another even stronger notion of LOO stability simply calleduniform stability was studied by Bousquet and Elisseeff
(2002). It is similar to uniform-LOO stability except that the absolute difference in loss needs to be smaller
thanǫloo-stable(m) at all z ∈ Z for any held outzi, instead of just at the held out data pointzi. However, it
turns out we do not need a notion stronger than Uniform-LOO Stable to guarantee online learnability.

Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2009) have shown the following two results for AERM and ERM in the General
Learning Setting:

Theorem 9 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) A problem is learnable if and only if there exists a universal on-
average-LOO stable AERM.

Theorem 10 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) A problem is learnable with anERM if and only if there exists a
universal LOO stable ERM.

A nice consequence of this result is that for batch learning in the General Learning Setting, it is sufficient
to restrict our attention to AERM that have such stability properties. We will see that the notion of LOO
stability, especially uniform-LOO stability, is very natural to analyze online algorithms as the algorithm must
output a sequence of hypotheses as the dataset is grown one data point at a time. In the context of batch
learning, RO stability is a more natural notion and leads to stronger results.

2.2 Replace-One Stability

Most notions of RO stability are measured in terms of change in the loss at another sample point when looking
at the output hypothesis trained with an initial dataset andthat dataset with one data point replaced by another.
We briefly mention two of the strongest RO stability notions that turn out to be both sufficient and necessary
for batch learnability. Another weaker notion of RO stability has been studied in Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2010).
For the definitions below, we denoteS(i) the datasetS with theith data point replaced by another data point
z′i.

Definition 11 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) An algorithmA is strongly-uniform-RO Stable at rateǫro-stable(m)
if for all m, datasetS of sizem and data pointsz′i andz′:

|f(A(S(i)), z′)− f(A(S), z′)| ≤ ǫro-stable(m) (12)

Definition 12 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) An algorithmA is uniform-RO Stable at rateǫro-stable(m) if for
all m, datasetS of sizem and data points{z′1, z′2, . . . , z′m} andz′:

1

m

m
∑

i=1

|f(A(S(i)), z′)− f(A(S), z′)| ≤ ǫro-stable(m) (13)

The definition of strongly-uniform-ROStable is similar to the definition of uniform stability of Bousquet and Elisseeff
(2002), except that we replace a data point instead of deleting one. RO stability allows to show the following
much stronger result than with LOO stability:

Theorem 13 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) A problem is learnable if and only if there exists a uniform-RO
stable AERM.

In addition if we allow for randomized algorithms, in that the algorithm outputs a distributiond overH such
that the lossf(d, z) = Eh∼d[f(h, z)], than an even stronger result can be shown:

Theorem 14 (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010) A problem is learnable if and only if there exists a strongly-
uniform-RO stable always AERM (potentially randomized).

Note that if the problem is learnable and the lossf is convex inh for all z andH is a convex set then there
must exist a deterministic algorithm that is strongly-uniform-RO stable always AERM, (namely the algorithm
that returnsEh∼d[h] for the distributiond picked by the randomized algorithm).
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3 Sufficient Stability Conditions in the Online Setting

We now move our attention to the problem of online learning, where the data pointsz1, z2, . . . , zm are
revealed to the algorithm in sequence and potentially chosen adversarially given knowledge of the algorithm
A. We consider using a batch algorithm in this online setting in the following way: letSi = {z1, z2, . . . , zi}
denote the dataset of the firsti data points; at each timei, after observingSi−1, the batch algorithmA is
used to pick the hypothesishi = A(Si−1). As mentioned previously, online algorithms like Follow-the-
(Regularized)-Leader can be thought of in this way. This canalso be thought as a batch-to-online reduction,
similar to the approach of Kakade and Kalai (2006), where we reduce online learning to solving a sequence
of batch learning problems. Unlike (Kakade and Kalai, 2006)we consider the general learning setting instead
of the supervised classification setting and do not make the transductive assumption that we have access to
future “unlabeled” data points. Hence our results can be interpreted as a set of general conditions under which
batch algorithms can be used to obtain a no regret algorithm for online learning.

We now begin by introducing some definitions particular to the online setting:

Definition 15 An algorithmA hasno regret at rateǫregret(m) if for all m and any sequencez1, z2, . . . , zm,
potentially chosen adversarially given knowledge ofA, it holds that:

1

m

m
∑

i=1

f(A(Si−1), zi)−min
h∈H

1

m

m
∑

i=1

f(h, zi) ≤ ǫregret(m) (14)

If such algorithmA exists, we say the problem isonline learnable. It is well known that the FTL algorithm
has no regret at rateO( logm

m
) for Lipschitz continuous and strongly convex lossf in h at all z (Hazan et al.,

2006, Kakade and Shalev-Shwartz, 2008). Additionnally, iff is Lipschitz continuous and convex inh at all
z, then the FTRL algorithm has no regret at rateO( 1√

m
) (Kakade and Shalev-Shwartz, 2008).

An important subclass of always AERM algorithms is what we define as a Regularized ERM (RERM):

Definition 16 An algorithmA is a Regularized ERM if for all m and any datasetS ofm data points:

r0(A(S)) +
m
∑

i=1

[f(A(S), zi) + ri(A(S))] = min
h∈H

r0(h) +

m
∑

i=1

[f(h, zi) + ri(h)] (15)

where{ri}mi=0 is a sequence of regularizer functionals (ri : H → R), which measure the complexity of a
hypothesish, and that satisfysuph,h′∈H |ri(h) − ri(h

′)| ≤ ρi for all i where{ρi}∞i=0 is a sequence that is
o(1).

It is easy to see that any RERM algorithm is always AERM at rate1
m

∑m
i=0 ρi. Additionally, an ERM is a

special case of a RERM whereri = 0 for all i. This subclass is important for online learning as FTRL can
be thought of as using an underlying RERM to pick the sequenceof hypotheses. Typically FTRL chooses
ri = λir for some regularizerr andλi a regularization constant such that{λi}∞i=0 is o(1). Many Mirror
Descent type algorithms such as gradient descent can also beinterpreted as some form of RERM (see section
4 and (McMahan, 2011)) but whereri may depend on previously seen datapoints. Additionally Weighted
Majority/Hedge type algorithms can also be interpreted as Randomized RERM (see section 5). Our strongest
result for online learnability will be particular to the class of RERM.

A notion of stability related to uniform-LOO stability (butslightly weaker) that will be sufficient for our
online setting is what we define as online stability:

Definition 17 An algorithmA is Online Stable at rateǫon-stable(m) if for all m, datasetS of sizem:

|f(A(S\m), zm)− f(A(S), zm)| ≤ ǫon-stable(m) (16)

The difference between online stability and uniform-LOO stability is that it is only required to have small
change in loss on the last data point when it is held out, rather than any data point in the datasetS. For
symmetric algorithms (e.g. FTL/FTRL algorithms), online stability is equivalent to uniform-LOO stability,
however it is weaker than uniform-LOO stability for asymmetric algorithms, like gradient-based methods
analyzed in Section 4. It is also obvious that an uniform-LOOstable algorithm must also be online stable at
rateǫon-stable(m) ≤ ǫloo-stable(m).

We now present our main results for the class of RERM and always AERM:

Theorem 18 If there exists an online stable RERM, then the problem is online learnable. In particular, it has
no regret at rate:

ǫregret(m) ≤ 1

m

m
∑

i=1

ǫon-stable(i) +
2

m

m−1
∑

i=0

ρi +
ρm
m

(17)
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This theorem implies that both FTL and FTRL algorithms are guaranteed to achieve no regret on any problem
where they are online stable (or uniform-LOO stable as thesealgorithms are symmetric). In fact it is easy to
show that in the case wheref is strongly convex inh, FTL is uniform-LOO stable at rateO( 1

m
) (see Lemma

26). Additionally whenf is convex inh, it is easy to show FTRL is uniform-LOO stable at rateO( 1√
m
) when

choosing a strongly convex regularizerr such thatrm = λmr andλm to beΘ(1/
√
m) (see Lemma 27 and

28), while FTL is not uniform-LOO stable. It is well known that FTL is not a no regret algorithm for general
convex problem. Hence using only uniform-LOO stability we can prove currently known results about FTL
and FTRL.

An interesting application of this result is in the context of apprenticeship/imitation learning, where it
has been shown that such non-i.i.d. supervised learning problems can be reduced to online learning over
mini-batch of data (Ross et al., 2011). In this reduction, a classification algorithm is used to pick the next
“leader” (best classifier in hindsight) at each iteration oftraining, that is in turn used to collect more data (to
add to the training dataset for the next iteration) from the expert we want to mimic. This result implies that
online stability (or uniform-LOO stability) of the base classification algorithm in this reduction is sufficient
to guarantee no regret, and hence that the reduction provides a good bound on performance.

Unfortunately our current result for the class of always AERM is weaker:

Theorem 19 If there exists an always AERM such that either (1) or (2) holds:

1. It is always AERM at rateo( 1
m
) and online stable.

2. It is symmetric, uniform LOO stable at rateo( 1
m
) and uniform RO stable at rateo( 1

m
).

then the problem is online learnable. In particular, for each case it has no regret at rate:

1. ǫregret(m) ≤ 1
m

∑m
i=1 ǫon-stable(i) +

1
m

∑m
i=1 iǫerm(i)

2. ǫregret(m) ≤ 1
m

∑m
i=1 ǫloo-stable(i) + ǫerm(m) + 1

m

∑m−1
i=1 i[ǫloo-stable(i) + ǫro-stable(i)]

We believe the required rates ofo( 1
m
) might simply be an artefact of our particular proof technique and that

in general it might be true that any always AERM achieves no regret as long as it is online stable. We weren’t
able to find a counter-example where this is not the case.

3.1 Detailed Analysis

We will use the notationRm(A) to denote the regret (as in Equation 1) of the sequence of hypotheses pre-
dicted by algorithmA. We begin by showing the following lemma that will allow us torelate the regret of
any algorithm to its online stability and AERM properties.

Lemma 20 For any algorithmA:

Rm(A) =
∑m

i=1[f(A(Si−1), zi)− f(A(Si), zi)] +
∑m

i=1 f(A(Sm), zi)−minh∈H
∑m

i=1 f(h, zi)

+
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)]

(18)

Proof:

Rm(A)
=

∑m
i=1 f(A(Si−1), zi)−minh∈H

∑m
i=1 f(h, zi)

=
∑m

i=1[f(A(Si−1), zi)− f(A(Sm), zi)] +
∑m

i=1 f(A(Sm), zi)−minh∈H
∑m

i=1 f(h, zi)

For the term−∑m
i=1 f(A(Sm), zi), we can rewrite it using the following manipulation:

∑m
i=1 f(A(Sm), zi)

=
∑m−1

i=1 f(A(Sm), zi) + f(A(Sm), zm)

=
∑m−1

i=1 f(A(Sm−1), zi) +
∑m−1

j=1 [f(A(Sm), zj)− f(A(Sm−1), zj)] + f(A(Sm), zm)
. . . . . .

=
∑m

i=1 f(A(Si), zi) +
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si+1), zj)− f(A(Si), zj)]

This proves the lemma.

From this lemma we can immediately see that for any online stable always AERM algorithmA we obtain
the following:

6



Corollary 21 For any online stable always AERM algorithmA:

Rm(A) ≤
m
∑

i=1

ǫon-stable(i) +mǫerm(m) +
m−1
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)] (19)

Proof: By online stability we have that for alli:

f(A(Si−1), zi)−f(A(Si), zi) ≤ |f(A(Si−1), zi)−f(A(Si), zi)| = |f(A(S
\i
i ), zi)−f(A(Si), zi)| ≤ ǫon-stable(i)

and sinceA is always AERM it follows by definition that:
m
∑

i=1

f(A(Sm), zi)−min
h∈H

m
∑

i=1

f(h, zi) ≤ mǫerm(m)

We will now seek to upper bound the extra double summation part. For an ERM it can easily be seen that:

Lemma 22 For any ERM algorithmA:
m−1
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)] ≤ 0 (20)

Proof: Follows immediately since
∑i

j=1 f(A(Si), zj) is optimal hence for any other hypothesish, in partic-

ularA(Si+1),
∑i

j=1 f(A(Si), zj) ≤
∑i

j=1 f(A(Si+1), zj).

Since an ERM hasǫerm(m) = 0 for all m, then it can be seen directly that an ERM has no regret if it is
online stable, asRm(A)

m
≤ 1

m

∑m
i=1 ǫon-stable(i).

For general RERM this double summation can be bounded by:

Lemma 23 For any RERM algorithmA:
m−1
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)] ≤
m−1
∑

i=0

ρi (21)

Proof:
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)]

=
∑m−1

i=1 [
∑i

j=1[f(A(Si), zj)] +
∑i

j=0[rj(A(Si))− rj(A(Si))]

−∑i
j=1[f(A(Si+1), zj)]−

∑i
j=0[rj(A(Si+1))− rj(A(Si+1))]]

≤ ∑m−1
i=1

∑i
j=0[rj(A(Si+1))− rj(A(Si))]

=
∑m−1

i=0 [ri(A(Sm))− ri(A(Si))]

≤ ∑m−1
i=0 ρi

Combining this result with Corollary 21 proves our main result in Theorem 18, using the fact that a RERM
is always AERM at rate1

m

∑m
i=0 ρi.

It is however harder to bound this double summation by a term that becomes negligible (when looking at
the average regret) for general always AERM. We can show the following:

Lemma 24 For any always AERM algorithmA:
m−1
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)] ≤
m−1
∑

i=1

iǫerm(i) (22)

Proof:
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)]

≤
∑m−1

i=1 [
∑i

j=1 f(A(Si), zj)−minh∈H
∑i

j=1 f(h, zj)]

≤ ∑m−1
i=1 iǫerm(i)

This proves case (1) of Theorem 19 when combining with Corollary 21. If we have a symmetric always
AERM that is uniform LOO stable and uniform RO stable then we can also show:
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Lemma 25 For any symmetric always AERM algorithmA that is both uniform LOO stable and uniform RO
stable:

m−1
∑

i=1

i
∑

j=1

[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)] ≤
m−1
∑

i=1

i[ǫloo-stable(i) + ǫro-stable(i)] (23)

Proof:
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)]

=
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[f(A(Si), zj)− f(A(S

\j
i+1), zj) + f(A(S

\j
i+1), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj)]

For symmetric algorithms, the terms
∑i

j=1[f(A(Si), zj) − f(A(S
\j
i+1), zj)] are related to RO stability as

S
\j
i+1) corresponds toS(j)

i where we replacezj by zi+1. Hence for symmetric algorithms, by definition

of uniform RO stability we have:
∑i

j=1[f(A(Si), zj) − f(A(S
\j
i+1), zj)] ≤ iǫro-stable(i). Furthermore by

definition of uniform LOO stability, the terms
∑i

j=1 f(A(S
\j
i+1), zj)− f(A(Si+1), zj) ≤ iǫloo-stable(i). This

proves the lemma.

This lemma proves case (2) of Theorem 19 when combining with Corollary 21.
Now we show that strong convexity, either inf or in ri whenf is only convex, implies uniform-LOO

stability:

Lemma 26 For any ERMA: If H is a convex set, and for some norm|| · || onH we have that at allz ∈ Z:
f(·, z) isL-Lipschitz continuous in|| · || andν-strongly convex in|| · ||, thenA is uniform-LOO stable at rate
ǫloo-stable(m) ≤ 2L2

mν
.

Proof: By Lipschitz continuity we have|f(A(S\i), zi) − f(A(S), zi)| ≤ L||A(S\i) − A(S)||. We can use
strong convexity to bound||A(S\i)−A(S)||: For allα ∈ (0, 1) we have:

∑m
j=1 αf(A(S

\i), zj) + (1 − α)f(A(S), zj)

≥
∑m

j=1 f(αA(S
\i) + (1− α)A(S), zj) +

α(1−α)mν

2 ||A(S\i)−A(S)||2
≥

∑m
j=1 f(A(S), zj) +

α(1−α)mν

2 ||A(S\i)−A(S)||2

where the last inequality follows from the fact thatA(S) is the ERM onS. So we obtain for allα ∈ (0, 1):
||A(S\i)−A(S)||2 ≤ 2

mν(1−α)

∑m
j=1[f(A(S

\i), zj)− f(A(S), zj)].

SinceA(S\i) is the ERM onS\i, then
∑m

j=1|j 6=i f(A(S), zj) ≥
∑m

j=1|j 6=i[f(A(S
\i), zj) so:

||A(S\i)−A(S)||2 ≤ 2
mν(1−α)

∑m
j=1[f(A(S

\i), zj)− f(A(S), zj)]

≤ 2
mν(1−α) [f(A(S

\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi)]

≤ 2
mν(1−α)L||A(S\i)−A(S)||

Hence we conclude||A(S\i) − A(S)|| ≤ 2
mν(1−α)L. Since this holds for allα ∈ (0, 1) then we conclude

||A(S\i)−A(S)|| ≤ 2
mν

L. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 27 For any RERMA: If H is a convex set, and for some norm|| · || onH we have that at allz ∈ Z,
f(·, z) is convex andL-Lipschitz continuous in|| · ||, and for all i, ri isLi

R-Lipschitz continuous in|| · || and

νi-strongly convex in|| · ||, thenA is uniform-LOO stable at rateǫloo-stable(m) ≤ 2L[L+Lm
R ]∑

m
i=0

νi
.

Proof: By Lipschitz continuity we have|f(A(S\i), zi) − f(A(S), zi)| ≤ L||A(S\i) − A(S)||. We can use
strong convexity of the regularizers to bound||A(S\i)−A(S)||: For allα ∈ (0, 1) we have:
∑m

j=1 αf(A(S
\i), zj) + (1− α)f(A(S), zj) +

∑m
j=0 αrj(A(S

\i)) + (1− α)rj(A(S
\i))

≥ ∑m
j=1 f(αA(S

\i) + (1− α)A(S), zj) +
∑m

j=0 r(αA(S
\i) + (1− α)A(S)) +

α(1−α)
∑m

i=0
νj

2 ||A(S\i)−A(S)||2

≥ ∑m
j=1 f(A(S), zj) +

∑m
j=0 rj(A(S)) +

α(1−α)
∑

m
j=0

νj

2 ||A(S\i)−A(S)||2

where the last inequality follows from the fact thatA(S) minimizes
∑m

j=1 f(h, zj) +
∑m

j=0 rj(h). So

we obtain for allα ∈ (0, 1): ||A(S\i) − A(S)||2 ≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj(1−α) [
∑m

j=1[f(A(S
\i), zj) − f(A(S), zj)] +

∑m
j=0[rj(A(S

\i))− rj(A(S))]].
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SinceA(S\i)minimizes
∑m

j=1|j 6=i[f(h, zj)]+
∑m−1

j=0 rj(h), then
∑m

j=1|j 6=i f(A(S), zj)+
∑m−1

j=0 rj(A(S)) ≥
∑m

j=1|j 6=i[f(A(S
\i), zj) +

∑m−1
j=0 rj(A(S

\i)) so:

||A(S\i)−A(S)||2 ≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj(1−α) [
∑m

j=1[f(A(S
\i), zj)− f(A(S), zj)] +

∑m
j=0[rj(A(S

\i))− rj(A(S))]]

≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj(1−α) [f(A(S
\i), zi)− f(A(S), zi) + rm(A(S\i))− rm(A(S))]

≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj(1−α) [L+ Lm
R ]||A(S\i)−A(S)||

Hence we conclude||A(S\i)−A(S)|| ≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj(1−α) [L+ Lm
R ]. Since this holds for allα ∈ (0, 1) then we

conclude||A(S\i)−A(S)|| ≤ 2∑
m
j=0

νj
[L+ Lm

R ]. This proves the lemma.

We also prove an alternate result for the case where the regularizersri are strongly convex but not neces-
sarily Lipschitz continuous:

Lemma 28 For any RERMA: If H is a convex set, and for some norm|| · || onH we have that at allz ∈ Z,
f(·, z) is convex andL-Lipschitz continuous in|| · ||, and for all i ≥ 0, ri is νi-strongly convex in|| · || and

suph,h′∈H |ri(h)−ri(h
′)| ≤ ρi, thenA is uniform-LOO stable at rateǫloo-stable(m) ≤ 2L2

∑
m
j=0

νj
+L

√

2ρm∑
m
j=0

νj
.

Proof: Following a similar proof to the previous proof and using thefact that[rm(A(S\i)) − rm(A(S))] ≤
ρm we obtain that:||A(S\i)−A(S)||2 ≤ 2L∑

m
j=0

νj
||A(S\i)−A(S)||+ 2ρm∑

m
j=0

νj
. This is a quadratic inequality

of the formAx2 + Bx + C ≤ 0. Since hereA = 1 > 0, then this impliesx is less than or equal to the
largest root ofAx2 + Bx + C. We know that the roots arex = −B±

√
B2−4AC
2A . HereA = 1, B =

− 2L∑
m
j=0

νj
andC = − 2ρm∑

m
j=0

νj
. So the largest root is:x = L∑

m
j=0

νj
[1 +

√

1 +
2ρm

∑
m
j=0

νj

L2 ]. We conclude

||A(S\i) − A(S)|| ≤ L∑
m
j=0

νj
[1 +

√

1 +
2ρm

∑
m
j=0

νj

L2 ]. Since
√

1 +
2ρm

∑
m
j=0

νj

L2 ≤ 1 +

√

2ρm

∑
m
j=0

νj

L2

we obtain||A(S\i) − A(S)|| ≤ 2L∑
m
j=0

νj
+

√

2ρm∑
m
j=0

νj
. Combining with the fact that|f(A(S\i), zi) −

f(A(S), zi)| ≤ L||A(S\i)−A(S)|| proves the lemma.

4 Mirror Descent and Gradient-Based Methods

So far we have thought of using an underlying batch algorithmto pick the sequence of hypotheses. A popular
class of online methods are gradient based methods, such as gradient descent and Newton’s type methods
(Zinkevich, 2003, Agarwal et al., 2006). Such approaches can all be interpreted as Mirror Descent methods,
and it is known that Mirror Descent algorithms can be thoughtas some form of FTRL (McMahan, 2011). The
difference is that they follow the regularized leader on a linear/quadratic approximation to the loss function
(linear/quadratic lower bound in the convex/strongly convex case) at each data pointz, and the regularizers
ri may regularize about the previously chosenhi (after observing the firsti − 1 datapoints) rather than
some fixed hypothesis over the iterations (such ash1). These algorithms are typically not symmetric, as the
approximation points to the loss function (and potentiallythe regularizers) depend on the order of the data
points in the dataset.

Nevertheless, we can still use our previous analysis to bound the regret for these methods in terms of
online stability and AERM properties. We will refer to this broad class of methods as Regularized Surrogate
Loss Minimizer (RSLM):

Definition 29 An algorithmA is a Regularized Surrogate Loss Minimizer (RSLM) if for allm and any dataset
S of m data points:

r0(A(S)) +
m
∑

i=1

[ℓi(A(S), zi) + ri(A(S))] = min
h∈H

r0(h) +

m
∑

i=1

[ℓi(h, zi) + ri(h)] (24)

for {ℓi}mi=1 the surrogate loss functionals chosen such thatf(A(Si−1), zi) − f(h, zi) ≤ ℓi(A(Si−1), zi) −
ℓi(h, zi) for all h (i.e. they upper bound the regret),{ri}∞i=0 the regularizers functionals such thatsuph,h′∈H |ri(h)−
ri(h

′)| ≤ ρi and{ρi}∞i=0 is o(1).

Note that a RERM is a special case of a RSLM whereℓi(h, zi) = f(h, zi).
For the broader class of RSLM, the regret is bounded by:
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Lemma 30 For any RSLMA:

Rm(A) ≤
∑m

i=1[ℓi(A(Si−1), zi)− ℓi(A(Si), zi)] +
∑m

i=1 ℓi(A(Sm), zi)−minh∈H
∑m

i=1 ℓi(h, zi)

+
∑m−1

i=1

∑i
j=1[ℓj(A(Si), zj)− ℓj(A(Si+1), zj)]

(25)

Proof: By properties of the functionsℓi we have that:Rm(A) ≤ ∑m
i=1 ℓi(A(Si−1), zi)−minh∈H

∑m
i=1 ℓi(h, zi).

Using the same manipulations as in lemma 20 proves the lemma.

A RSLM is a RERM in the loss{ℓi}mi=1 instead off . Hence it follows that if such RSLM is online stable
(in the loss{ℓi}mi=1, i.e. |ℓm(A(Sm−1), zm))− ℓm(A(Sm), zm))| → 0 asm → ∞) it must have no regret:

Theorem 31 If there exists a RSLM that is online stable in the surrogate loss{ℓi}mi=1, then the problem is
online learnable. In particular, it has no regret at rate:

ǫregret(m) ≤ 1

m

m
∑

i=1

ǫon-stable(i) +
2

m

m−1
∑

i=0

ρi +
ρm
m

(26)

Proof: Follows from applying corollary 21 and lemma 23 (but replacing f by {ℓi}) to the previous lemma
30.

5 Weighted Majority, Hedge and Randomized Algorithms

We have so far restricted our attention to deterministic algorithms, which upon observing a datasetS return a
fixed hypothesish ∈ H. An important class of methods for online learning are randomized algorithms such
as Weighted Majority, and its generalization Hedge, which instead return a distribution over hypotheses in
H at each iteration. These randomized algorithms are important in online learning as it is known that some
problems are not online learnable with deterministic algorithms but are online learnable with randomized al-
gorithms (assuming the adversary can only be aware of the distribution over hypotheses and not the particular
hypothesis that will be sampled from this distribution whenchoosing the data pointz). For instance, general
problems with a finite set of hypotheses fall in this category.

In this section we show that Weighted Majority, Hedge and similar variants, can be interpreted as Ran-
domized uniform-LOO stable RERM. We provide an analysis of the stability, AERM and no-regret rates of
such algorithms based on the previous results derived in this paper. These results will be useful to determine
the existence of (potentially randomized) uniform-LOO stable RERM for a large class of learning problems.
Before we introduce this analysis, we first define formally what we mean by a Randomized RERM and how
notions of stability and no-regret extend to randomized algorithms.

5.1 Randomized Algorithms

Definition 32 Let Θ be a set such that for anyθ ∈ Θ, Pθ is a probability distribution over the class of
hypothesisH, and for anyh ∈ H, andǫ > 0 there exists aθ ∈ Θ such thatEh′∼Pθ

[f(h′, z)]− f(h, z) ≤ ǫ
for all z ∈ Z. LetPθS = A(S) denote the distribution picked by algorithmA on datasetS. An algorithmA

is a Randomized RERM if for all m and any datasetS:

r0(θS) +

m
∑

i=1

[Eh∼PθS
[f(h, zi)] + ri(θS)] = min

θ∈Θ
r0(θ) +

m
∑

i=1

[Eh∼Pθ
[f(h, zi)] + ri(θ)] (27)

for ri : Θ → R the regularizer functionals, which measure the complexityof a chosenθ, that we assume
satisfysupθ,θ′∈Θ |ri(θ)− ri(θ

′)| ≤ ρi and{ρm}∞m=0 is o(1).

The setΘ might represent a set of parameters parametrizing a family of distributions (e.g.Θ a set of mean-
variance tuples such thatPθ is gaussian with those parameters), or in other cases be a setof distribution itself
(e.g. whenH is finite,Θ might be the set of all discrete distributions overH), in which casePθ = θ. The
condition that there exists aθ ∈ Θ such thatEh′∼Pθ

[f(h′, z)] − f(h, z) < ǫ for all z ∈ Z is to ensure the
algorithm is an AERM, i.e. that it can pick aθ that has average expected loss no greater than the best fixed
h ∈ H in the limit asm → ∞. A deterministic RERM is a special case of a Randomized RERM where the
setΘ = H andPθ is just the probability distribution with probability 1 forthe chosen hypothesisθ.

When using a randomized algorithm, the algorithm incurs loss on a hypothesish sampled from the chosen
Pθ, and we assume the adversary may only be aware ofPθ in advance (not the particular sampledh) when
choosingz. The previous definitions of stability, AERM and no-regret extends to randomized algorithms by
considering the lossf(A(S), z) = Eh∼A(S)[f(h, z)]. Thus a no-regret randomized algorithm is an algorithm
such that its expected average regret under the sequence of chosen distributions goes to 0 asm goes to∞. By
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our assumption that the instantaneous regret is bounded, this is also equivalent to saying that its average regret
(under the sampled hypotheses) goes to 0 with probability 1 asm goes to∞ (e.g. using an Hoeffding bound).
Additionally, a randomized online stable algorithm implies that the change in expected loss on the last data
point when it is held out goes to 0 asm goes to∞ (|Eh∼A(S\m)[f(h, zm)]− Eh∼A(S)[f(h, zm)]| → 0).

5.2 Hedge and Weighted Majority

An important randomized no-regret online learning algorithm whenH is finite is the Hedge algorithm
(Freund and Schapire, 1997). Hedge is a generalization to arbitrary loss of the Weighted Majority algorithm
that was introduced for the classification setting (Littlestone and Warmuth, 1994). Letθi denote the probabil-
ity of hypothesishi, then at any iterationt, Hedge/Weighted Majority playsθi ∝ exp(−η

∑t−1
j=1 f(hi, zj))

for some positive constantη. When the number of roundsm is known in advance,η is typically chosen as
O(B

√

m
log(|H|)), for B the maximum instantaneous regret. We will consider here a slight generalization of

Hedge that can be applied for cases where the number of roundsis not known in advance. In this case at
iterationt: θi ∝ exp(−ηt

∑t−1
j=1 f(hi, zj)) for some sequence of positive constants{ηt}∞t=0. We show here

that Hedge (and Weighted Majority) is in fact a Randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM, whereΘ is the set
of all discrete distributions over the finite set of experts,and the regularizer corresponds to a KL divergence
between the chosen distribution and the uniform distribution over experts:

Theorem 33 For finite set ofd experts with instantaneous regret bounded byB, the Hedge (and Weighted
Majority) algorithm corresponds to the following Randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM. LetΘ be the set
of distributions over the finite set ofd experts, andU denote the uniform distribution, then at each iteration
t, Hedge (and Weighted Majority) picks the distributionθ∗ ∈ Θ that satisfies:

θ∗ = argmin
θ∈Θ

t−1
∑

i=1

Eh∼θ[f(h, zi)] +

t−1
∑

i=0

λiKL(θ||U)

i.e. it usesrt = λtr for r a KL regularizer with respect to the uniform distribution. Choosing the regular-

ization constantsλt = B
√

1
8 log(d)max(1,t) for all t ≥ 0 makes Hedge (and Weighted Majority) uniform-

LOO stable at rateǫloo-stable(m) ≤ B
√

2 log(d)[ 1
2
√
m−1

+ 1
2
√
m+1

], always AERM at rateǫerm(m) ≤

B
√

log(d)
2m (1 + 1

2
√
m
) and no-regret at rateǫregret(m) ≤ B

√

2 log(d)[ 3√
m

+ log(m)
2m + 1+2 ln(2)

2m ].

Proof: Consider the above Randomized RERM algorithm. Then we have0 ≤ λiKL(θ||U) ≤ λi log(d),
for all i andθ ∈ Θ. SoΘ and{ri}∞i=0 are well defined according to our assumptions in the definition of a
Randomized RERM as long as{λi}∞i=0 is o(1). Let hi denote theith expert andθi denote the probability
assigned tohi for a chosenθ ∈ Θ. At any iterationt + 1, when the algorithm has observedt data points so
far, the randomized RERM algorithm solves an optimization problem of the form:

argminθ∈Θ

∑t
j=1

∑d
i=1 θif(hi, zj) +

∑t
j=0 λj

∑d
i=1 θi log(dθi)

s.t. 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1
∑d

i=1 θi = 1

Using the Lagrangian, we can easily see that the optimal solution to this optimization problem is to choose
θi ∝ exp(− 1∑

t
j=0

λj

∑t
j=1 f(hi, zj)) for all i. This is the same as Hedge forηt =

1∑
t
j=0

λj
. When Hedge is

playing form rounds and uses a fixedη, this can be achieved with a fixed regularizerλ0 = 1
η

andλt = 0

for all t ≥ 1. So this establishes that Hedge is equivalent to the above RERM. Now let’s consider the case

where the number or roundsm is not known in advance and we chooseλt = c
√

1
max(t,1) for all t ≥ 0 and

some constantc in the above RERM. This choice leads to2c
√
t− c ≤ ∑t

j=0 λj ≤ 2c
√
t+ c. Note also that

becauseλt ≤ λj for all j ≤ t we also have that(t+1)λt ≤
∑t

j=0 λj . It is easy to see why the above RERM
must be uniform-LOO stable. First the expected loss of the randomized algorithm is linear inθ (and hence
convex) while theKL regularizer is 1-strongly convex inθ under|| · ||1 and bounded bylog(d) (so rm is
λm-strongly convex and bounded byλm log(d)). Additionnally, the expected loss isL-Lipschitz continuous
in || · ||1 onθ, for L = supz∈Z infv∈R suph∈H |f(h, z)− v|. This is because for anyz:

|Eh∼Pθ
[f(h, z)]− Eh∼Pθ′

[f(h, z)]|
= |∑d

i=1(θi − θ′i)(f(hi, z)− v)|
≤ ∑d

i=1 |θi − θ′i||f(hi, z)− v|
≤ suph∈H |f(h, z)− v|||θ − θ′||1
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for anyv ∈ R. So we conclude that for allz ∈ Z, |Eh∼Pθ
[f(h, z)] − Eh∼Pθ′

[f(h, z)]| ≤ L||θ − θ′||1. If
the lossf have instantaneous regret bounded byB, thenL = B

2 . So by our previous result for RERM
with convex loss and strongly convex regularizers, we obtain that the algorithm is uniform-LOO stable

at rateǫloo-stable(m) ≤ 2L2

∑
m
i=0

λi
+ L

√

2λm log(d)∑
m
i=0

λi
. So that the algorithm has no regret at rateǫregret(m) ≤

1
m

∑m
i=1[

2L2

∑
i
j=0

λj
+ L

√

2λi log(d)∑
i
j=0

λj
] + 2 log(d)

m

∑m−1
j=0 λj +

log(d)λm

m
. Settingλi = c

√

1
max(1,i) leads to:

ǫregret(m)

≤ 1
m

∑m
i=1[

2L2

∑
i
j=0

λj
+ L

√

2λi log(d)∑
i
j=0

λj
] + 2 log(d)

m

∑m−1
j=0 λj +

log(d)λm

m

≤ 1
m

∑m
i=1[

2L2

c(2
√
i−1)

+ L
√

2 log(d)
i+1 ] + 2 log(d)

m
c(2

√
m+ 1)

≤ 2L2

c
1
m
(
√
m+ 1

2 log(m) + log(2)) + L
√

2 log(d) 2√
m

+ 4c log(d) 1√
m

+ 2c log(d)
m

= 1√
m
[ 2L

2

c
+ 4c log(d) + 2L

√

2 log(d)] + log(m)
m

[L
2

c
] + 1

m
[ 2 ln(2)L2

c
+ 2c log(d)]

where the second inequality uses 1∑
i
j=0

λj
≤ 1

2c
√
i−c

, λi∑
i
j=0

λj
≤ 1

i+1 and
∑m

j=0 λj ≤ 2c
√
m + c; and

the third inequality uses the fact that
∑m

i=1
1

2
√
i−1

≤ √
m + 1

2 log(m) + log(2) and
∑m

i=1
1√
i+1

≤ 2
√
m,

which follows from using the integrals to upper bound the summations. Settingc = L
√

1
2 log(d) minimizes

the factor multiplying the 1√
m

term. This leads toǫregret(m) ≤ L
√

2 log(d)[ 6√
m

+ log(m)
m

+ 1+2 ln(2)
m

],

ǫloo-stable(m) ≤ L
√

2 log(d)[ 2
2
√
m−1

+ 1√
m+1

] andǫerm(m) ≤ L
√

2 log(d)
m

(1 + 1
2
√
m
). Plugging inL = B

2

proves the statements in the theorem.

This theorem establishes the following:

Corollary 34 Any learning problem with a finite hypothesis class (and bounded instantaneous regret) is
online learnable with a (potentially randomized) uniform-LOO stable RERM.

In Section 6.1, we will also demonstrate that whenH is infinite, but can be “finitely approximated” well
enough with respect to the lossf , then the problem is also online learnable via a (potentially randomized)
uniform-LOO stable RERM.

6 Is Uniform LOO Stability Necessary?

We now restrict our attention to symmetric algorithms wherewe have shown that uniform-LOO stability is
sufficient for online learnability. We start by giving instructive examples that illustrate that in fact uniform-
LOO stability might be necessary to achieve no regret.

Example 6.1 There exists a problem that is learnable in the batch settingwith an ERM that is universal
all-i-LOO stable. However that problem is not online learnable (by any deterministic algorithm) and there
does not exist any (deterministic) algorithm that can be both uniform LOO stable and always AERM. When
allowing randomized algorithms (convexifying the problem), the problem is online learnable via a uniform
LOO stable RERM but there exists (randomized) universal all-i-LOO stable RERM that are not uniform-LOO
stable that cannot achieve no regret.

Proof: This example was studied in both (Kutin and Niyogi, 2002, Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009). Consider
the hypothesis spaceH = {0, 1}, the instance spaceZ = {0, 1} and the lossf(h, z) = |h−z|. As was shown
in (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2009) for the batch setting, an ERM for this problem is universally consistent and
universally all-i-LOO stable, because removing a data point z from the dataset can change the hypothesis
only if there’s an equal number of 0’s and 1’s (plus or minus one), which occurs with probabilityO( 1√

m
).

Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2009) also showed that the only uniform LOO stable algorithms on this problem must
be constant (i.e. always return the same hypothesish, regardless of the dataset), at least for large enough
dataset, and hence cannot be an AERM.

It is also easy to see that this problem is not online learnable with any deterministic algorithmA. Consider
an adversary who has knowledge ofA and picks the data pointszi = 1− A(Si−1). Then algorithmA incurs
loss

∑m
i=1 f(A(Si−1), zi) = m, while there exists a hypothesish that achieves

∑m
i=1 f(h, zi) ≤ m

2 . Hence

for any deterministic algorithmA, there exists a sequence of data points such thatRm(A)
m

≥ 1
2 for all m.
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Now consider allowing randomized algorithms, in that we choose a distribution over{0, 1}. Allowing
randomized algorithms makes the problem linear (and hence convex) in the distribution (by linearity of expec-
tation) and makes the hypothesis space (the space of distributions onH) convex. Letp denote the probability
of hypothesis 1. Then the problem can now be expressed with a hypothesis spacep ∈ [0, 1] and the loss
f(p, z) = (1− p)z + p(1− z).

This problem is obviously online learnable with a randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM (i.e. Hedge)
that is uniform-LOO stable at rateO( 1√

m
) and no-regret at rateO( 1√

m
) using our previous results.

Even under this change, the previous ERM algorithm that is universally all-i-LOO stable would still
choose the same hypothesis as before, i.e.p would be always 0 or 1 and would not be uniform-LOO stable.
That would also be the case even if we make it pickp = 1

2 or some other intermediate value when there is an
equal number of 0’s and 1’s. If we make it pick such intermediate value it would still be universal all-i-LOO
stable as the hypothesis would still only change with small probability O( 1√

m
). However such algorithm

cannot achieve no regret. Again if we pick the sequencezi = round(1−A(Si−1)), then wheneveri is even,
the ERM use an odd number of data points and it must pick either0 or 1 and would incur loss of 1. Wheni is
odd, there will be an equal number of 0’s and 1’s in the dataset(by the factA chooses the ERM at odd steps)
and no matter whatp it picks it would incur loss of at least12 . ThusRm(A)

m
≥ 1

4 for all m.
We can also consider the following randomized RERM algorithm that uses only a convex regularizer:

A(S) = argminp∈[0,1]

∑m
i=1 f(p, zi) +

∑m
i=0 λi|p − 1

2 |. Let z = 1
m

∑m
i=1 zi andλ = 1

m

∑m
i=0 λi. Using

the subgradient of this objective, we can easily show thatA(S) picks 1
2 if z ∈ [ 1−λ

2 , 1+λ
2 ], and otherwise

picks eitherp = 1 if z > 1+λ
2 andp = 0 if z < 1−λ

2 . This algorithm is not uniform-LOO stable, as for any

regularizerλm and large enoughm we can pick a datasetSm such thatSm−1 hasz ∈ [ 1−λ
2 , 1+λ

2 ] butSm has

z /∈ [ 1−λ
2 , 1+λ

2 ], such thatf(A(Sm), zm) = 0 butf(A(Sm−1), zm) = 1
2 . Henceǫloo-stable(m) ≥ 1

2 . However
it is universal all-i-LOO stable as the hypothesis would still only change with small probabilityO( 1√

m
) as in

the previous case (we need to drawm samples that has number of 1’s1−λ
2 or 1+λ

2 , plus or minus one, for the
hypothesis to change upon removal of a sample).

Furthermore this algorithm doesn’t achieve no regret. Consider the sequence where wheneverA(Si−1)
picks 1

2 we pick zi = 1 and wheneverA(Si−1) picks 1 we pickzi = 0. It is easy to see that by the way

this sequence is generated that the proportion of 1’sz in Sm will seek to track the boundary1+λ
2 , where

the algorithm switches betweenp = 1
2 andp = 1, asm increases. Sinceλ → 0 asm → ∞, then in the

limit z → 1
2 . Since the sequence is such that everytime we generate a 0, the algorithm incurs loss of 1 and

everytime we generate a 1 it incurs loss of1
2 , then its average loss converges to3

4 but there’s a hypothesis that
achieves average loss of1

2 so the average regret converges to1
4 .

This problem is insightful in a number of ways. First it showsthat there are problems that are batch
learnable that are not online learnable, but when considering randomized algorithms can become online
learnable. Additionally it shows that a RERM that is universal all-i-LOO stable, the next weakest stability
notion, cannot be sufficient to guarantee the algorithm achieves no regret. This shows we cannot guarantee
no regret for any RERM using only universal all-i-LOO stability or any weaker notion of LOO stability.
This also suggests that it might be necessary to have a notionof LOO stability that is at least stronger than
all-i-LOO stability to guarantee no regret.

Another point reinforcing the fact that uniform-LOO stability might be necessary is that it is known
that online learnability is not equivalent to batch learnability (as shown in the example below). Therefore,
necessary stability conditions for online learnability should intuitively be stronger than for batch learnability.

Example 6.2 (Example taken from Adam Kalai and Sham Kakade)There exists a problem that is learn-
able in the batch setting but not learnable in the online setting by any deterministic or randomized online
algorithm.

Proof: Consider a threshold learning problem on the interval[0, 1], where the true hypothesish∗ is such that
for somex∗ ∈ [0, 1], h(x) = 2I(x ≥ x∗) − 1. Given an observationz = (x, h∗(x)), we define the loss
incured by a hypothesish ∈ H asL(h, (x, h∗(x))) = 1−h(x)h∗(x)

2 , for H = {2I(x ≥ t) − 1|t ∈ [0, 1]} the
set of all threshold functions on[0, 1]. Since this is a binary classification problem and the VC dimension of
threshold functions is finite (2), then we conclude this problem is batch learnable. In fact by existing results,
it is batch learnable by an ERM that is all-i-LOO stable. However in the online setting consider an adversary
who picks the sequence of inputs by doing the following binary search:x1 = 1

2 andxi = xi−1 − yi−12
−i,

andyi = −hi(xi), so that the observation by the learner at iterationi is zi = (xi, yi). This sequence is
constructed so that the learner always incur loss of 1 at eachiteration, and after any number of iterationsm,
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the hypothesish = 2I(x ≥ xm+1) − 1 achieves 0 loss on the entire sequencez1, z2, . . . , zm. This implies
the average regret of the algorithm is 1 for allm. Additionnally even if we allow randomized algorithms such
that the prediction at iterationi by the learner is effectively a distribution over{−1, 1} wherepi denote the
probabilityP (hi(xi) = 1) for the distribution over hypotheses chosen by the learner,then the expected loss
of the learner at iterationi is 1+yi−2piyi

2 . If xi are chosen as before butyi = −I(pi ≥ 0.5). Then again at
each iteration the learner must incur expected loss of at least 1

2 but the hypothesish = 2I(x ≥ xm+1) − 1

achieves loss of 0 on the entire sequencez1, z2, . . . , zm. Hence the expected average regret is≥ 1
2 for all m,

so that with probability 1, the average regret of the randomized algorithm is≥ 1
2 in the limit asm goes to

infinity. Hence we conclude that this problem is not online learnable.

6.1 Necessary Stability Conditions for Online Learnability in Particular Settings

6.1.1 Binary Classification Setting
We now show that if we restrict our attention to the binary classification setting (f(h, (x, y)) = I(h(x) 6= y)
for y ∈ {0, 1}), online learnability is equivalent to the existence of a (potentially randomized) uniform LOO
stable RERM.

Our argument uses the notion of Littlestone dimension, which was shown to characterize online learn-
ability in the binary classification setting. Ben-David et al. (2009) have shown that a classification problem
is online learnable if and only if the class of hypothesis hasfinite Littlestone dimension.

By our current results we know that if there exists a uniform LOO stable RERM, the classification problem
must be online learnable and thus have finite Littlestone dimension. We here show that finite Littlestone
dimension implies the existence of a (potentially randomized) uniform LOO stable RERM. To establish this,
we use the fact that whenH is infinite but has finite Littlestone dimension (Ldim(H) < ∞), Weighted
Majority can be adapted to be a no-regret algorithm by playing distributions over a fixed finite set of experts
(of size≤ mLdim(H) when playing form rounds) derived fromH (Ben-David et al., 2009):

Theorem 35 For any binary classification problem with hypothesis spaceH that has finite Littlestone dimen-
sionLdim(H) and number of roundsm, there exists a Randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM algorithm.
In particular, it has no regret at rateǫregret(t) ≤

√

2 log(m) Ldim(H)[ 3√
t
+ log(t)

2t + 1+2 ln(2)
2t ] for all t ≤ m.

Proof: The algorithm proceeds by constructing the same set of expert as in Ben-David et al. (2009) from
H, which has number of experts≤ mLdim(H) for m rounds. The previously mentioned Weighted Majority
algorithm on this set achieves no regret at rateǫregret(t) ≤

√

2 log(m) Ldim(H)[ 3√
t
+ log(t)

2t + 1+2 ln(2)
2t ] for

all t ≤ m (since the maximum instantaneous regret is 1) and is a Randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM
as shown in theorem 33.

This result implies that finite littlestone dimension is equivalent to the existence of a (potentially random-
ized) uniform LOO stable RERM, and therefore that online learnability in the binary classification setting is
equivalent to the existence of a (potentially randomized) uniform LOO stable RERM:

Corollary 36 A binary classification problem is online learnable if and only if there exists a (potentially
randomized) uniform-LOO stable RERM.

6.1.2 Problems with Sub-Exponential Covering
For anyǫ > 0, let Cǫ = {C ⊆ H|∀h′ ∈ H, ∃h ∈ Cs.t.∀z ∈ Z : |f(h, z)− f(h′, z)| ≤ ǫ}. Cǫ is the set of all
subsetsC of H such that for anyh′ ∈ H, we can find anh ∈ C that has loss withinǫ of the loss ofh′ at all
z ∈ Z.

We define theǫ-covering number of the tuple(H,Z, f) asN(H,Z, f, ǫ) = infC∈Cǫ
|C|, i.e. the minimal

number of hypotheses needed to cover the loss of any hypothesis in H within ǫ. We will show that we
can guarantee no-regret with a Randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM algorithm (e.g. Hedge) as long as
there exists a sequence{ǫi}∞i=0 that iso(1) and such that for any number of roundsm: N(H,Z, f, ǫm) is
o(exp(m)).

Theorem 37 Any learning problem (with instantaneous regret bounded byB) where there exists a sequence
{ǫm}∞m=0 that is o(1) and such that{N(H,Z, f, ǫm)}∞m=0 is o(exp(m)), is online learnable with a Ran-
domized uniform-LOO stable RERM algorithm. In particular,when playing form rounds it has no regret at
rate ǫregret(t) ≤ B

√

2 log(N(H,Z, f, ǫm))[ 3√
t
+ log(t)

2t + 1+2 ln(2)
2t ] + ǫm for all t ≤ m.

Proof: Suppose we know we must do online learning form rounds. Then we can construct anǫm-cover
C of (H,Z, f) such thatC ⊆ H and |C| = N(H,Z, f, ǫm). From the previous theorem, we know
that running Hedge on the setC guarantees that1

t

∑t
i=1 Ehi∼Pθi

[f(hi, zi)] − infh∈C
1
t

∑t
i=1 f(h, zi) ≤
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B
√

2 log(N(H,Z, f, ǫm))[ 3√
t
+ log(t)

2t + 1+2 ln(2)
2t ] for all t ≤ m. By definition ofC, infh∈C

1
t

∑t
i=1 f(h, zi) ≤

infh∈H
1
t

∑t
i=1 f(h, zi) + ǫm for all t ≤ m. So we concludeǫregret(t) ≤ B

√

2 log(N(H,Z, f, ǫm))[ 3√
t
+

log(t)
2t + 1+2 ln(2)

2t ] + ǫm for all t ≤ m.

This theorem applies to a large number of settings. For instance, if we have a problem wheref(·, z) is
K-Lipschitz continuous at allz ∈ Z with respect to some norm|| · || onH, andH ⊆ Rd for some finited and
has bounded diameterD under|| · || (i.e. suph,h′∈H ||h− h′|| ≤ D). ThenN(H,Z, f, ǫ) is O(K(D

ǫ
)d) for

all ǫ ≥ 0. Choosingǫm = 1
m

implies we can achieve no regret at rateǫregret(t) ≤ O(B
√

log(K)+d log(mD)
t

)

for all t ≤ m. This notion also allows to handle highly discontinuous loss functions. For instance consider
the case whereZ = H = R and the lossf(h, z) = 1−I(h ∈ Q)I(z ∈ Q)−I(h /∈ Q)I(z /∈ Q), i.e. the loss
is 0 if bothh andz are rational, or both irrational, and the loss is 1 is one is rational and the other irrational.
In this case, the setC = {1,

√
2} is anǫ-cover of{H,Z, f} for anyǫ > 0 and thus we can achieve no-regret

at rateO( 1√
m
) by running Hedge on the setC.

7 Conclusions and Open Questions

In this paper we have shown that popular online algorithms such as FTL, FTRL, Mirror Descent, gradient-
based methods and randomized algorithms like Weighted Majority and Hedge can all be analyzed purely in
terms of stability properties of the underlying batch learning algorithm that picks the sequence of hypotheses
(or distribution over hypotheses). In particular, we have introduced the notion of online stability, which is
sufficient to guarantee online learnability in the general learning setting for the class of RERM and RSLM
algorithm. Our results allow to relate a number of learnability results derived for the batch setting to the online
setting. There are a number of interesting open questions related to our work. First, it is still an open question
to know whether for the general class of always AERM (ato(1) rate) it is sufficient to be online stable (ato(1)
rate) to guarantee no regret, or show a counter-example thatproves otherwise. The presented examples seem
to suggest that a problem is online learnable only if there exists a uniform-LOO stable or online stable (and
always AERM) algorithm, or at least with some form of LOO stability in between online stable and all-i-LOO
stable. This has been verified in the binary classification setting where we have shown that online learnability
is equivalent to the existence of a potentially randomized uniform-LOO stable RERM. While we haven’t been
able to provide necessary conditions for online learnability in the general learning setting, we have shown that
all problems with a sub-exponential covering are all onlinelearnable with a potentially randomized uniform-
LOO stable RERM. An interesting open question is whether thenotion of sub-exponential covering we have
introduced turns out to be equivalent to online learnability in the general learning setting. If this is the case,
this would establish immediately that existence of a (potentially randomized) uniform-LOO stable RERM is
both sufficient and necessary for online learnability in thegeneral learning setting.
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